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ABSTRACT: Building Integrated and Building Applied Photovoltaic (BIPV, BAPV) systems often suffer from low
performance due to partial shading. New system architectures have been proposed to optimize the energy yield. The
common approach of these new architectures is to track the Maximum Power Point (MPP) of every solar module
individually. Three independent PV systems were installed in Eindhoven, a reference string inverter system, a power
optimizer (PO) system and a micro inverter system. We designed a sophisticated monitoring system that allows for a
detailed comparison of the three PV systems. We calculated system and component efficiencies and found a good
agreement with data sheets provided by the manufacturers. Additionally, we analyzed the performance ratio for DC
and AC of the systems for different weather types based on the clearness index. A pole shading covering 1 to 2% of
the total system surface has been used to evaluate system performance under a specific type of partial shading.
Module Level Power Electronics (MLPE) are capable of increasing the Performance Ratio (PR) up to 35% under
certain partial shading conditions. However, the string inverter system outperformed MLPE under unshaded
operation conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Penetration of solar PV systems in the Netherlands
and worldwide has remarkably increased the past years
and it is forecasted to keep growing in the future.
Particularly the application of BIPV and BAPV systems
are projected to thrive in the following years as a result of
increasing electricity prices and decreasing PV
component costs and zero energy building regulations.
Residential and small commercial PV systems are
typically installed in an urban environment. Roofs and
terraces are often affected by shade coming from the
close proximity of buildings, poles, antennas, dormers
etc. Shading operation of traditional PV systems has been
studied by various researchers in the past [1]-[2] but the
quantitative impact of shade in different PV architectures
remain unclear.
Several approaches have been proposed to mitigate
these types of heterogeneous circumstances. A common
feature of these approaches is to bring maximum power
tracking at the module level. These are called MLPE
devices and can be distinguished into two main
categories: micro-inverters and power optimizers. The
power optimizer category consist of several DC/DC
converter topologies such as: buck, boost and buck-boost
converters. On the other hand, traditional central and
string inverters are evolving and offering high
performance, hybrid MPPT techniques, detailed
monitoring capabilities etc.

Figure 1: Residential PV system shaded by a lighting
mast

Traditionally, solar panels are connected in series
forming strings. The strings are then connected in parallel
forming arrays. The total DC power of the array is then
fed to a power electronic device (inverter). Usually, the
inverter is connected to the grid and is equipped with a
maximum power point tracking algorithm in order to
extract the maximum available power from the solar
panels. However, in order to maximize the energy fed to
the grid, other system topologies have been introduced in
the past years such as string inverters, micro-inverters
and power optimizers [3]. The initial purpose of
introducing different system topologies was to minimize
the so called “mismatch losses”.
Electrical mismatch losses are generally caused by
manufacturing tolerance, heterogeneous irradiation
conditions, panel degradation and thermal mismatch of
the solar panels. Manufacturing tolerance has been
improved significantly in the past years. Due to the
vigorous testing during manufacturing the quality of the
solar panels has been improved significantly.
Solar panels are connected in series and thus sharing
the same current in a string. This topology is prone to
power losses if the solar cells are not operating under the
same conditions thereby reducing the current of the
whole string. Shaded solar cells become reverse biased
because of the series connection and thus act as a load
consuming the power that is generated by the unshaded
cells. Two negative effects occur from partially shaded
operation of a PV system: power loss and increased
temperature on the shaded cell (hot-spot). By-pass diodes
have been applied in solar panels to prevent power
consumption from shaded cells and to prevent hot-spots
by by-passing the shaded substrings of the solar panel.
Most of the solar panels include one by-pass diode
connected anti parallel per 16-24 cells [4]. Even shading
50% of a typical crystalline solar cell in a module can
activate the by-pass diode that protects the shaded cell
and the assigned group of cells resulting in a reduction of
1/3 of the module power [5].
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bee easily determ
mined in a strring of panelss and thus
opptimize the performance
p
under partiallly shaded
coonditions.
2 EXPERIMENT
E
TAL SET-UP AND
A
METHOD
DOLOGY

Figure 2: Measured IV and
a PV curve off an unshaded and
a
partially shhaded PV systeem with a pole. In this case thrree
local maxxima and a global
g
maximuum peak can be
observed. Traditional MP
PPT techniquess have difficultties
tracking the dynamicss of partiallyy shaded serries
connected PV modules.
The ddistinctive I-V and P-V patteern of a partiaally
shaded annd an unshadedd string of PV
V modules can be
seen in Figgure 2. In this case
c
there are four
fo local maxim
ma,
but only one is the tru
ue global maxximum. Since the
t
me with only one
o
inverter can operate at any given tim
w
one of thhese four maxim
ma
MPP, it hhas to decide which
will operaate. Usually sollar inverters arre using the “H
Hill
climbing method” or Pertrub and Observe (P&
&O)
algorithm because of its simplicityy and low cost
t
implementtation. Howeveer, the trackingg efficiency of the
algorithm is slow under rapidly changing irradiance and
a
especially when multiple power maximaa are present [6]].
m
inverter or
o AC module has
h
The cooncept of the micro
been introduced in the paast years and many
m
pilot projeects
have beenn realized withh satisfying reesults. Distributted
MPPT straategy has been proposed by many
m
authors to be
beneficial in terms off increased yiield where hiigh
mismatch losses are present. Addditionally suuch
distributedd architectures offer detaailed monitoriing
capabilitiees per module and increased safety due to the
t
lack of higgh DC voltagess. Maintenancee disturbances can
c
also be miinimized. At the
t moment theere are at least 15
companiess active in the micro
m
inverter market
m
[7].
Powerr optimizers (D
DC/DC converters) have beeen
proposed by several authhors in order to
t mitigate parttial
shading pproblems and they come inn three different
topologiess: buck, boost an
nd buck boost. In this paper on
nly
boost DC
C/DC converteers will be discussed.
d
Pow
wer
optimizerss are installed per
p solar panel. The output of the
t
power opttimizers is thenn connected in parallel to a DC
D
bus with 3380V. A centrralized inverterr is used withoout
MPPT sinnce this operatioon is now perfo
formed on moduule
level. In tthis way, the inverter can be
b simplified and
a
always opperated at a fixeed voltage regaardless of ambient
temperaturres and bypasseed substrings.
Traditiional string and
a
central innverters for PV
P
systems have
h
reached maturity.
m
Invertter manufacturrers
launch new
w products with
h high efficienccy and innovative
topologiess. Transformerr-less topologiies have alreaady
been com
mmercialized with
w
success by major inverrter
players [8]. In addition, new MPPT alggorithms are ussed
p
Hyybrid P&O MPPT
in an efforrt to optimize performance.
strategies including IV scanning
s
in shoort intervals haave
been impplemented and
d commercialiized by vario
ous
inverter m
manufacturers such as SMA
A (Optitrac) and
a
Mastervoltt (Intellishade).. In this way the global MPP can
c

2.1 System set-upp
The aim of our
o field test is to
t compare threee different
V system arcchitectures undder the same operation
PV
coonditions. For thhis purpose PV
V systems with 30 degrees
inclination anglee and 165 deggrees azimuth (SE) have
beeen built. The field-test
f
site is situated 40 meeters above
seea level at 51,4 degrees noorthern latitudee and 5,48
deegrees eastern longitude. Everry system conssists of the
saame installed capacity (1.59kW
Wp) with solarr panels of
the same power class and man
nufacturer instaalled at two
p system as seen in the Figurre 3.
suuccessive rows per
For the field
d test the Yinglli Panda 265W
Wp modules
haave been selectted for their hig
gh efficiency and
a absense
off Light Inducedd Degradation. The panels coonsist of 60
seeries connected
d mono-crystallline n-type ceells. Every
suub-module of 20 cells is assig
gned to one by--pass diode
coonnected anti-paarallel. Flash daata of the solar panels was
avvailable by thee manufacturerr, however, thhe modules
weere additionallly flashed byy a PASAN IIIB solar
sim
mulator. On average the maxim
mum power waas 98,4% of
the provided Pm
max by the maanufacturer. Noote that the
uted randomly throughout
soolar panels havve been distribu
the field test.
i
system
m has been fittted with a
The string inverter
f
Mastervoolt (Soladin
coommercially acctive inverter from
15500 Web). The string inverterr has a nominaal output of
15500W and is fiitted with a higgh frequency trransformer.
Thhe micro inverrter system con
nsists of 6 miccro inverter
prrototypes from Heliox rated at 250W AC while the
poower optimizerr system consissts of 6 power optimizers
wiith nominal poower of 310W and an inverterr of 2,4kW
wiith fixed inputt at 380V. Thee power optimiizer system
including the invverter is suppliied by Femtoggrid Energy
Soolutions.

Fiigure 3 : Impreession of the fieeld test. Every PV system
coonsists of two successive
s
rowss of three solar panels. On
the right side is the micro inverter system while
w
in the
m
middle
is the refference string innverter system. On the far
lefft is the pow
wer optimizer system. The measuring
eqquipment and inverters are located in thhe cabinets
beehind the panelss.
The front row
ws of the PV systems
s
are shaaded during
y a wall situateed at the south side of the
wiinter months by
plant while theree is also partiaal shadowing frrom row to
roow. Additionallly neighboring buildings are situated on
the east and westt side of the PV
V systems furtheer reducing
w and thus the available
a
irradiaation. Since
the horizon view
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the goal of the field test is to make a direct and absolute
comparison of the three PV systems, a shading analysis
was done to determine which parts of the day there is
uncontrolled shade.
For this purpose we used the Suneye from Solmetric.
By means of a fisheye camera with integrated compass
and GPS, one can determine the exact time and date that
a specific point of the PV system is shaded. Several
skyline pictures have been taken from all the module sub
strings of the systems and superimposed to the sun path
in order to determine which part of the PV generator is
shaded and when this happens. In this way a “clean
measurement time” has been determined where shadeless
operation takes place.

PR. PSTC and GSTC are the rated system power and the
irradiance under STC conditions. GPOA is the measured
irradiance in plane of array.
The European and CEC inverter efficiencies are
calculated according to equations 2 and 3

Where
is the inverter efficiency at
maximum power.

% of the

Figure 4 : Skyline picture shoot from the micro inverter
system facing south-east. Clearly visible is the wall on
the south side of the solar panels highlighted with green
colour. Additionally the east and west neighboring
building can be seen. An average solar access of 83% has
been calculated for the specific location.
DC and AC electrical parameters are monitored with
high accuracy power analyzers from Yokogawa(WT1800). In total 7 power analyzers with 6 inputs per device
have been used. Through a wired network the power
analyzers are synchronized providing data capture
simultaneously for all channels. Logging interval is per
second for all inputs to assure detection of even the
fastest transient phenomena. Thermocouples are used to
measure module and ambient temperature while 2 ISO
secondary standard pyranometers measure in plane
irradiance. Logging of the temperatures and irradiance is
via a MW100 data logger that is also synchronized with
the power analyzers. All measuring equipment is housed
in weather proof cabinets including the devices under
test. All in all more than 130 parameters with 1 second
resolution are monitored in order to evaluate system
performance.
2.2 Analysis software and calculation routines
We developed a software package in Python to
automatically perform calculations reducing manual
errors. Daily ‘control graphs’ are generated and analysed
for quick inspection of the ongoing measurements.
Intermediate performance steps for the three systems are
calculated according to figure 5.
The general equation for the performance ratio is
given in equation 1 [9].

Where the summation of power over a given time
period is substituted for DC power, PO power or AC
power to calculate respectively the DC ratio, PO ratio or

Figure 5. Schematic rep of the path from sunlight into
grid injected AC power, showing the monitored
parameters in red and the definition of the DC ratio, PO
ratio and PR on the right hand side by blue and purple
arrows
3 CHARACTERIZATION
CONDITIONS

UNDER

OPERATING

3.1 String inverter
The string inverter chosen for the task is a new
generation low power inverter fitted with a HF
transformer. It includes a shadow function which can be
switched on from the internal settings of the device. Note
that the inverter is supplied with the shadow function
deactivated by default. Experiments with a pole shadow
have been performed both with the shadow function
activated and deactivated.
It can be seen in figure 6 that when the inverter is
operating with the shadow function disabled and there is
partial shading present, it chooses a local maximum from
the lumpy PV curve of the series connected modules.
When the shadow function is activated, the inverter is
scanning the MPPT every 15 minutes and can correctly
track the global maximum and hence improve the
extraction of the available power.
Depending on the system size and the shading
conditions and due to the operation of the shadow mode,
the inverter can easily fall below the MPPT voltage
range specified by the manufacturer occurring additional
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energy haarvesting lossees. The string inverter can be
shadow toolerant but the amount of shaading coverage of
the modulees must be conssidered in advannce.
The peeak efficiency of the inverter is at 25% of the
t
power outp
tput and ideal foor central Europpean climate with
w
a lot of ovvercast days throoughout the yeaar.

w
its maxim
mum MPPT
opperate from as low as 8V with
effficiency. As it can be seen in
n figure 8 the PO310
P
can
opperate even undder extreme shaading conditionns covering
2//3 of a typiccal 60 cell crystalline
c
solaar module.
Hoowever, the effficiency of th
he boost conveerter drops
froom 98% to 95%
% at low voltagees.

Figure 6: Relation of in
nput voltage wiith efficiency and
a
power outtput during 5 months
m
of operration under clear
and partiaally shaded coonditions. Notte that the inp
put
voltage iss reduced siggnificantly duriing shade moode
operation uunder partially shaded conditioons.

Fiigure 8: Relatiion of input vo
oltage with effiiciency and
poower output duuring 5 months of operation under
u
clear
annd partially shaaded conditionss. The PO310 can
c operate
evven with one illuminated sub
bstring and thuus track the
global maximum
m even at extrem
me shading condditions.

m
3.2 Micro inverter system
The syystem consists of six micro innverter prototyppes
supplied by
b Heliox. The micros are ratted at 250W with
w
resonant aand soft switchiing power convversion to achieeve
high efficiiency.

3.44 Efficiency duuring operation
In table I th
he calculated efficiencies off the three
syystem components can be seenn. Equations 2 and 3 have
beeen used to caalculate the η. Note that the Femtogrid
syystem has two conversion
c
stages which are noot shown in
figgure 8 and tablle I. For compaarisson of the tootal system
effficiency the invverter efficienccy of the powerr optimizer
syystem has to be taken into accoount.
The measureed parameters are very well correlated
wiith the data sheeet values proviided by the maanufacturers
off all three system
ms.
Taable I: Calculaated and measuured parameterrs from the
ouutdoor field testt

Figure 7:.. Relation of innput voltage wiith efficiency and
a
power outtput during 5 months
m
of operration under clear
and partiaally shaded conditions.
c
Thee micro inverrter
includes a hybrid P&O MPPT
M
algorithm
m which can traack
global maxximum by perfoorming regularlly IV scans.
micro inverter haas a wide rangee of MPPT voltaage
The m
(16-48V) and in combinaation with frequuent IV scans can
c
g
maximum
m point under certain
c
conditioons.
track the global
Only wheen the shadow
w covering the solar module is
beyond 1 substring thee micro invertter MPP voltaage
(Vmpp) iss out of range annd has to operaate at high voltaage
and low cuurrent. It can be
b seen in figurre 7 that there is
i a
voltage ddependency in
n the efficienncy while peeak
efficiency is achieved at around
a
40% of power.
3.3 Power optimizer systeem
The ppower optimizer system perfoorms MPPT onn a
module leevel and utilizees a central innverter with fixxed
voltage inpput. The benefi
fit of the power optimizer system
is the widee voltage operattion and the hybbrid P&O MPP
PT.
The booost converter used
u
at the Fem
mtogrid system can
c

NCE RATIO ANALYSIS DURING
4 PERFORMAN
LEAR AND PA
ARTIALLY SH
HADED COND
DITIONS
CL
Based on equuation 1, the PR
P of the three systems is
y for the clean measurem
ment time.
caalculated daily
M
Moreover,
the clearness
c
indexx (Kt) is calcuulated daily
baased on globaal irradiance measurementss in close
prroximity of the field test. The clearness indexx is defined
ass the ratio of th
he measured ho
orizontal globall irradiance
onn earth and the
t
extraterresttrial irradiancee available
ouutside the atmo
osphere. Weath
her classificatiion can be
doone based on the
t clearness index
i
as follow
ws: Kt<0.2
ovvercast, Kt=0.2--0.6 partly clouudy and Kt>0.6 clear [10].
A pole has been
b
positionedd on the south side of the
froont row of eachh system blockking direct irraddiance. This
results in shadinng of cells in
n different subbstrings of
m
modules.
The polles have been poositioned at the exact same
heeight, length and width from thhe setups to proovide equal
shhading among th
he three systemss. The pole dimeensions are:
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Figure 99: Daily calculaated PR and DC
C ratio versus average
a
clearneess index of thee day for unshaaded and partiallly shaded
operationn of the three systems
s
with a pole shading 1-2%
1
of the totaal PV system surface.
s
Data prresented at the graph are
calculateed during springg months.
146cm heiight, 12.5cm diameter and havve been positionned
69cm awayy from the midddle solar modulee of the front row
w.
On day
ays with overcasst weather wheere the largest part
p
of the lighht consists of diiffuse irradiancee, the pole has no
effect on tthe PR of the three
t
systems. PRs
P of more thhan
100% can be seen due to
t lower temperratures from ST
TC
conditions. However, whhen Kt increasees, the benefit of
distributedd MPP tracking under partial shhading can be seeen
in figure 9.
With the shadow mode of thee string inverrter
a
35% im
mprovement und
der
deactivatedd, there is an absolute
certain shaading conditionns on the PR (Kt=0,74) for the
MLPE. Thhe string invertter MPP trackeer follows a lo
ocal
maximum point of the IV
V curve, while thhe micro invertters
and powerr optimizers opperate the unshhaded parts of the
system at MPP and mism
match losses arre restricted to the
module. Howeveer, when the shaadow mode of the
affected m
string inveerter is activateed and the MP
PP tracker of the
inverter traacks the global maximum the ddifference betweeen
the string iinverter and ML
LPE on absolutee PR is almost 5%
5
in favor off the MLPE. Thhus, it is recomm
mended to activvate
the shadow
w function (if any) of the striing inverter whhen
partial shhading is exppected. The ffine tuning and
a
optimizatioon of the MPP tracker scann intervals duriing
shadow moode needs to be further investiggated.
Duringg shadeless opeeration the enerrgy gain of ML
LPE
solutions sseems limited and
a in some caases negative. The
T
multiple coonversion stages and the oversiized inverter in the
case of thee power optimizzer system and the low efficienncy
under low
w power inpu
ut of the micrro inverter yiield
additional losses in poweer production. These
T
loses can be
better seeen with low Kt
K values (0,1--0,3) resulting in
significanttly lower PRs thhan the string invverter system.
CLUSIONS
5 CONC
t
Modulle Level Poweer Electronics have entered the
market thee past years andd are considered to be one of the
t
most dynaamic sectors off the PV indusstry. On the othher
hand, the mature inverrter industry shows
s
continuo
ous
ment on perform
mance and cost effectiveness.
e
improvem

In this work, string and distrributed MPP arrchitectures
haave been compared and evaluuated under unsshaded and
paartially shaded conditions whiich are often foound in the
urrban built envirronment. Resullts show that the
t outdoor
m
measured
efficiiencies of the devices for nominal
opperation are inn good agreem
ment with the data
d
sheets
prrovided by the manufacturerss. During operaation under
shhaded conditionns the efficiency
y of the MLPE
E devices is
reduced by 1 to 2% depending on the voltage input . On
the system levvel, traditionall architectures seem to
peerform better in
i unshaded coonditions wherreas MLPE
soolutions offer up
u to 35% moree yield at certaain partially
shhaded conditionns. With advaanced MPPT techniques
strring inverters reduce
r
the MLP
PE advantage to
t 5%. For
this is suggested
d to activate the shadow funcction of the
strring inverter iff applicable. Depending on thhe seasonal
chhanges of thee shade exten
nsion at the installation
location, MLPE
E can be an interesting solution
s
to
l
to a
coonsider. In this paper the inveestigation was limited
sinngle string off modules. In case of paralllel strings
asssigned to the same MPPT the advantage of MLPE
soolutions maybe larger.
Further investigation is needed to assesss additional
peerformance critteria in relation with investm
ment costs.
Thhe next step iss to perform shading
s
experim
ments with
different shade tyypes throughoutt a full year.
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